Robert Bosch GmbH

Top-quality lawncare

The new generation of Rotak lawnmowers by Bosch now provides an even cleaner and more consistent
cut thanks to its “Powerdrive+ System” or “Powerdrive LI+ System”. It ensures that the motor, blade and
airflow, which reliably feeds the cut grass into the collection box, are precisely coordinated. The new
Rotak lawnmowers therefore offer the best debris collection in their class.
Bosch Rotak lawnmowers
Two powerful cordless mowers with maintenance-free EC motor and 4.0 Ah batteryBest grass debris
collection in their class thanks to special airflow technologyHardened, extra-sharp steel blades for precise
and especially clean cuts
The new generation of Rotak lawnmowers by Bosch now provides an even cleaner and more consistent
cut. This is made possible by its “Powerdrive+ system” or “Powerdrive LI+ system”. It ensures that
the motor, blade and airflow, which reliably feeds the cut grass into the collection box, are precisely
coordinated. The new Rotak lawnmowers 37, 40 and 43, and 37 LI and 43 LI therefore offer the best
debris collection in their class: they reliably collect up to 99 percent of the cut blades of grass. Especially
clean cuts are ensured by the hardened steel blade. It cuts the grass precisely thanks to its extra-sharp
cutting edge. The result is a neat lawn with a particularly even cut.
The blades in the Rotak 40, Rotak 43 and Rotak 43 LI models also feature “LeafCollect”, which is a
specially developed side profile to pick up and shred leaves lying on the lawn. The airflow then reliably
feeds them into the collection box along with the cut grass.
A stylish solution for all lawns
The new Rotak generation has a modern design. Depending on the size of the lawn and its condition,
customers can choose between different cutting widths with corresponding collection box capacity, and
between corded and cordless configurations. Find the ideal tool for your needs.

